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SKYLINE COLLEGE 

ANNUAL PROGRAM PLANNING SELF-STUDY 

Note: To complete this form, SAVE it on your computer, then send to your Division Dean/VPI as an 

ATTACHMENT on an e-mail message. 

Program Title  Date Submitted 

Key Findings: 

1. Planning Group Participants (include PT& FT faculty, staff, students, stakeholders)

    List of names and positions: 

2. Contact Person (include e-mail and telephone):

3. Program Information

A. Program Personnel 
     Identify the number of personnel (administrators, faculty, classified, volunteers, and student 

workers) in the program: 

 FT Faculty: PT/OL Faculty (FTE): 

FT Classified:          PT Classified (FTE): 

Volunteers: Student Workers: 

• Most BIOL courses fulfill the Natural Science GE requirement, consequently Biology
courses account for over 7.6% of the College’s FTES. 
• Biology education is an essential part of global citizenship in the 21st century and consistent
with the institutional SLOs. 
• Non-majors fulfill their life-science requirement.
• BIOL majors transfer to four-year schools. Allied Health students gain the knowledge and
skills necessary for their professional paths.
• BIOL is out of laboratory space.
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B. Program mission and goals  

    State the goals/focus of the program and how the program contributes to the mission and 

priorities of the College and District. Address how the program meets the current year’s 

strategic priorities. (200 word limit is recommended.) 

4. Program/Service Area Student Learning Outcomes and Program Data

A. Summarize recent course (for instruction, including student service courses) or program (for

student services and every three years, CTE programs) SLO assessment, identify trends and 

discuss areas in need of improvement. Please attach summary Tracdat reports with assessment 

and analysis for SLOs evaluated during the last two years (prior to submission deadline of April 

1
st
). (200 word limit is recommended.) Tool:  https://sanmateo.tracdat.com/tracdat/ 

Biology continues to contribute to the College mission and goals by providing preparation for transfer to a 
baccalaureate institution, professional schools (for postbaccalaureate) and for workforce development. The goals of 
BIOL courses include providing tools for students to make wise decisions regarding their personal health and the 
global environment. We are committed to the strategic priority of providing learning opportunities that prepare 
students for their future. Courses numbered BIOL 100—299 are transferable to UC and CSU. BIOL 100—199 are 
specifically designed to provide students with a scope of information that will help them develop the ability to 
objectively deal with the responsibilities of daily life with attention to environmental, social, and personal 
responsibilities. Courses numbered BIOL 200—299 are carefully designed and articulated for Biology, 
Biotechnology, and Allied Health Science degrees for transfer to four-year schools or professional program. The 
core program for biology and biotechnology majors consists of two courses, BIOL 215 (Organismal Biology) and 
BIOL 230 (Introduction to Cell Biology). The primary goal of this program is to prepare students for upper division 
work at their transfer institutions. This is done through courses that offer a diversity of topics that emphasize 
critical thinking and laboratory skills. An honors course (BIOL 675) is offered for concurrent enrollment with 
another BIOL course. BIOL 695 provides students with opportunities to explore scientific research. Institutional 
SLOs (ISLOs) are regularly assessed in Biology. ISLOs such as citizenship and critical thinking are highly integrated 
into our courses.

Every course has been assessed in some way by the end of the 2014-2015 cycle, many courses have been assessed 
several times. The data have been quite consistent across multiple assessments, demonstrating that the assessment 
methods themselves are good. Additional emphasis is made in class on areas where student performance falls 
below expectations. Three faculty are participating in the critical thinking ISLO for the Spring 2016 semester.

See TracDat report pp. 11-19.
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B.   Analyze evidence of Program performance. Review and analyze productivity, student 

characteristics and outcomes. (200 word limit is recommended.) 

Tool: http://www.skylinecollege.edu/prie/programdata.php 

C. Explain how other information may impact Program (examples are business and 

employment needs, new technology, new transfer requirements etc.)  
(200 word limit is recommended.) 

For 2010‐2015: The BIOL success rate (69.5%) is identical to the College (69.5%). Retention rates for 
BIOL (83.7%) and the College (84.5%) are not significantly different (p=0.3). Compared to the College, 
success rate are higher among Black, non-Hispanic students and 18–49 year old students.  Retention is 
lower in all age groups except 23–28-year-olds.

The BIOL LOAD is 22.6% higher in BIOL (732.2) 
than that of the College (583.4), 35.3% higher 
than CSM BIOL and 24.5% higher than Cañada 
BIOL (Figure 1). In 2014-15, the BIOL LOAD 
increased 1.5%; the College-wide change during 
this period was -0.3%.

Student characteristics in BIOL are similar to the College: More students in BIOL are Asian (21%) or 
Filipino (24%), female (57.2%), 18–22 years of age (59.3%), and preparing to transfer (75.6%). For the 
College: Female (52.7%), 18–22 years of age (44.3%), and preparing to transfer (51.2%).

Biology education leads to employment. Science, technology, engineering, and mathematics 
(STEM) education provides the knowledge and skills to solve tough problems, gather and 
evaluate evidence, and make sense of information. President Obama has articulated a clear 
priority for STEM education, stating that within a decade, American students must "move from 
the middle to the top of the pack in science and math." For 2014-2024, the projected job increase 
for Biology-related careers is expected to increase 7–25%, compared to 7% for all occupations.*

*Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics. Career Outlook 2014-24.

Figure 1. LOAD comparison
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5. Curricular Offerings

A.  Program Curriculum and Courses. If your program does not offer curriculum, please state 

“N/A”.  Tools: CurricUNET http://www.curricunet.com/smcccd; https://sanmateo.tracdat.com/tracdat/ 

Respond to the following: 

 What new courses (excluding individual Selected Topics [665] topics and Experimental [680/880] courses)

have you added to your program curriculum in the past academic year? List by Department, Course Number

and Course Title.

 Note that you’ve added new courses to the department’s three-year calendar of assessment and requested that

they be added to TracDat.

 Note that you’ve done the following for new courses on TracDat:

o Uploaded SLOs?

o Mapped course-level SLOs to PSLOs (including relevant interdisciplinary degrees) and ISLOs?

o Uploaded assessment method(s) (need not be specific)?

No new courses have been added to Biology in the past year. We do have some plans in progress:
• Students in the Honors Transfer Program often want a second honors course. Historically, we changed the

topics in BIOL 675 to provide a different course each semester. We are putting these topics in different courses
(BIOL 676-679) to allow students to take a second honors course.

• Biology has begun to develop and implement the BioBridge NSF grant. This has resulted in the development 
of a new department, Biotechnology (BTEC), which will be taught by Biology department instructors. BTEC 
400 was changed from a 1 unit lecture class to a 2 unit lecture-lab class. These changes were made so that 
BTEC would be part of a certificate program in Biotechnology manufacturing and better articulate with the 
state descriptors for Biotechnology. For the Biobridge program, a learning community (cohort) is being 
created in which students will take contextualized MATH 110, ENGL 105, and counseling courses. Students 
will also take BIOL 170/171.

• BIOL 690 has been replaced with BIOL 695 as an undergraduate research experience. However we think
this single course is inadequate for an undergraduate research experience. We need to develop four
semesters of independent student research for our students who need it in order to present at national
conferences such as SACNAS, as well as various local honors symposia and at Skyline College.
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B. Identify Patterns of Curriculum Offerings 

 

 

Respond to the following: 

 Identify the planning group’s two-year curriculum cycle of course offerings by certificates

and degrees.

 Describe the ideal curriculum cycle.

 Discuss any issues.

BIOL 100-299 courses serve all degrees. Multiple sections of most courses are offered every semester to 
provide general education options for all students as well as meet the needs of Allied Health and Life 
Science majors. We plan to offer additional 600-honors courses to meet the needs of our students. 

Three G.E. courses are offered online each semester.

The new TMC for the Biology AS-T requires BIOL 215 and BIOL 230, both courses are offered every 
semester. The TMC also requires one year of Physics and one semester of Chemistry for the AS-T 
degree. We will work with the Dean and Chemistry and Physics Departments to ensure that 
scheduling of Biology majors courses does not conflict with Physics or Chemistry.

The biotechnology certificate has not been offered for the last several years due to budgetary 
constraints and the changing needs of the biotechnology industry. We continue work on a new 
biotechnology certificate to meet these changing needs. New skill-specific courses may also be 
developed as need arises and funds permit.

Our primary issues are lack of understanding among BIOL majors about majors requirements. They 
need to be advised that (1) they must take two or three lab courses per semester to complete their AS-T 
in two years and (2) they need BIOL 215 and BIOL 230 not 100-level courses.
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6. Response to Previous Annual Program Plan & Review

List any recommendations for the program and your responses to these recommendations based on 

7. Action Plan

Provide your action plan based on the analysis and reflections provided in the previous sections. 

Note: resource requests should be connected to action plans 

Respond to the following: 

 Describe data and assessment results for SLO assessment on the course level (for instruction,

including student service courses) or program level (for student services or every three years, career

technical education programs). Analyze and reflect on SLO assessment results and other measures of

Program performance.

 Analyze and reflect on other evidence described in previous sections. Identify the next steps,

including any planned changes to curriculum and pedagogy.

 Identify questions that will serve as a focus of inquiry for next year.

previous Annual Program Plan and/or CTE Professional Accreditation report. 

We have consistently demonstrated our need for two additional full-time faculty members based on the following:
• Biology LOAD is consistently higher than the College, averaging 22.6% greater over 5 years (Figure 2).
• BIOL accounts for 7.6% of the FTES but only 6.1% of the College FTEF (5-year average).

We have the largest BIOL enrollment and section offerings in the SMCCCD. We must have additional resources to continue our high 
quality and capacity. All sections (8 per semester) of BIOL 250 (Human Anatomy) and half (of 9 sections/year) of BIOL 260 (Human 
Physiology) are taught by adjunct faculty.
     Our LOAD is among the highest in the District and faculty are needed to maintain curriculum and laboratories. As the Human 
Anatomy course is taught solely by adjunct faculty, one full-time BIOL faculty must maintain equipment and supplies in the Anatomy 
lab, manage SLO assessment, and laboratory schedules. In addition, extraordinary pressure is put on the stockroom technician to 
monitor equipment and supplies, as well as supervise open-lab sessions.  The Biology stockroom technician is not classified as an 
Instructional Aide, yet she regularly manages open labs, interacts with and assists students. This position absolutely should be 
classified as Instructional Aide.
     We still have our request for a long-term plan for maintaining or purchasing laboratory equipment to maintain currency. 
Increases in the number of laboratories over the last few years should have been met with a budget increase for supplies and 
consumables. The current supply budget is fine for 20 lab sections but is inadequate to support the current 80 lab sections. We need 
an additional 0.5 lab technician to provide continuity and to maintain supplies and equipment. We currently have 1.5 Lab 
Technicians + 10 hr temporary + 3 student assistants. Despite good intentions, this is too many different people who are not 
stakeholders in the day-to-day operations.

Figure 2. LOAD and FTEF comparison
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BIOL majors are confident in their abilities and do transfer to four-year schools. The Biology Department 
has four major areas of focus. General Education, Majors, Biotechnology, and Allied Health Science. We 
were unable to access data on the number of students who earn Bachelor’s degrees in one of these areas at 
this time. We do, however, see the fruits of our labor. Several students have returned to Skyline College
with advanced degrees to teach with us, and many more have returned as presenters in our annual 
Expanding Your Horizons in Math and Science Conference and Science in Action lecture series.
     Students in G.E. Biology generally enjoy Biology and are more comfortable with science after taking their 
Biology class. They are less fearful of scientific/technical issues on a ballot. Allied Health students gain the 
knowledge and skills necessary for their professional paths. In the current economy, many students have 
returned from the CSU and UC systems to increase their skill set to improve their chances of being hired in
biotechnology. The Biotechnology program is being redesigned and expanded to help these students meet 
their needs.
     Asking questions is an essential part of doing science and a fundamental skill expected of scientists. 
Questioning facilitates development of analytical and critical thinking skills. To further engage students, we 
have implemented the use of online Course Management Systems to supplement instruction. Students who 
may not participate in the classroom do participate online. We encourage students to think critically and 
avoid writing the first response to googling a question by proposing problems that require several sources 
and/or collaboration with classmates.
     We are developing a series of courses that provide research opportunities for students. This has 
proven to be beneficial to their future success in the following ways:

a. promotes use of scientific literature
b. increases self-confidence
c. encourages becoming a scientist
d. confirms career plans
e. enhances transfer preparation

     Additional Biology Honors courses are in development to encourage students to participate in an 
in-depth study of a several areas in Biology.
     For years, the Natural Science degree has included Biology, Geology, Chemistry, and
Physics majors. In 2015, an AS-T in Biology was developed. The Curriculum committee approved the AS-T 
Biology degree on May 6, 2015. The Division Dean is submitting it to the State this week.
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8. Resource Identification

A. Professional Development needs 

B. Office of Planning, Research & Institutional Effectiveness requests 

 

 

 

C. Faculty and Staff hiring, Instructional Equipment and Facilities Requests 

Complete the following table:

Actions:  

 List data requests for the Office of Planning, Research & Institutional Effectiveness.

 Explain how the requests will serve the Student/Program/Division/College needs.

Support for one conference per year for each full-time faculty member: Including registration, 
travel, and lodging. Lab technicians need support to attend job-related training to keep abreast 
of new techniques and safety.

Note that CTTL workshop attendance is desirable to Biology faculty but attendance is not 
possible because CTTL workshops are scheduled during lab times in Biology.

As requested in every Annual Program Plan since 2012, we still need the following data:

A common concern of students is whether they will be able to handle multiple Allied Health Science 
laboratory courses. We are requesting a comparison of success rates of full time students who have 
completed similar levels of prerequisite course work (for example, CHEM 410 and a previous BIOL 
course with lab) when they take BIOL 240 and/or BIOL 250 and/or BIOL 260 alone vs. when two of 
these demanding lab courses are taken concurrently. We would like the data to cover 5 years.

The number of Life Science (e.g., BIOL, premed, and related areas) planning to transfer and who do 
transfer.

Please provide the data requested in Excel format so that we can more easily perform additional analyses.
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Annual Program Planning Resource Needs 

Program Biology Date April 1, 2016 

Needs 

How does this request align 

with your assessment of 

student outcomes 

How does this request 

align with your action plan 

Estimated cost for 

facilities and equipment 

Personnel 

Equipment 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Facilities 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4.



All courses 
All classes require some sterile materials. All labs in BIOL 240 required sterile materials 
and disposal. Funds must be reserved for autoclave replacement ($50,000). 
Scales (5 @ $150 =$750) 
Water baths (5 @ $750 =$3250) 

Majors 
Ocular micrometers for inverted scopes (4 @ $100 =$400) 
Slide holders for inverted scopes (4 @ $58 each = $240) 
Licor algae chamber ($10,000) 
Light stands for plants (2 @ $1000 =$2000) 

Non majors 
crab rakes (4 @ $29.99 = $119.96) 
sand sieves (5 @ $75 = $375)
tents (8 person) (2 @ $219  = $438) 

Anatomy & Physiology 
-microscope with camera and software to project images ($10,000) 
For physiology: 
1) 12 rubber mallets - used in reflex labs (10 @ $6 = $60)
2) 6 Snellen eye chart - used in vision labs (6 @ $5 = $30)
3) 6 astigmatism eye chart - used in vision labs (6 @ $5 = $30)
4) color blindness books (5 @  200 = $1000)
5) 3 sets of tuning forks (6 @ $76 x 6= $456)
For anatomy: 
1) 2-4 human skulls, real bone if possible (3 @ $500 = $1500)
2) 1-2 arm with muscles (2 @ $500 = $1000)
3) 1-2 leg with muscles (2 @ $750 = $1500)
4) 1-2 digestive tract model (2 @ $500 = $1000)
5) 1 urinary tract model ($500)
6) 1 kidney model ($350)
7) 1 nephron model ($350)
8) 1 combined (kidney & nephron) model ($375)
(Prices based on products from Denoyer Geppart and Carolina Biologicals) 
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Course Assessment Report-- Four Column
San Mateo CCCD

SKY Dept - Biology
Department Assessment

Coordinator:
Christine Case

Course Outcomes 1 and ctu.unitid = 573 Means of Assessment & Success Criteria /
Tasks Results Action & Follow-Up

SKY BIOL 101    - Our Biological World
- Knowledge - Apply the knowledge of biological
science to distinguish between observations,
inferences, relationships, and testimonials under
investigation.

Assessment Cycles:
2013-2014

Course Outcome Status:
Active

Assessment Method:
Term paper, including personal observations, of
an animal at a zoo or aquarium.
Assessment: Scoring rubric (50 points)

Assessment Method Category:
Capstone Assignment/Project
Success Criterion:
Criterion: 50% will achieve =>40

05/24/2014 - 55% achieves =>40
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014

04/07/2014 - 39 students complete a paper on a
mammal at the zoo.
35% scored =>40
13 students chose to do a second paper on a fish.
50% score => 50%
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014

SKY BIOL 101    - Our Biological World
- Personal/environ - Demonstrate the ability to
use scientific knowledge to assess personal and
environmental health.

Assessment Cycles:
2015-2016

Start Date:
08/01/2006

Course Outcome Status:
Active

Assessment Method:
In-class written examinations requiring problem-
solving and analysis.

Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
Criterion: 50% of students will score >=60%

04/09/2014 - 65% scored=>40

Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014
Related Documents:
BIOL 101

12/31/2012 - 72% correctly answered question re
pollutant emissions.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
Related Documents:
BIOL 101_energy qu.doc

SKY BIOL 110    - Principles Of Biology
- Scientific method - Demonstrate an
understanding of how experimental evidence and
analysis lead to ongoing pursuits of modern
knowledge, theory, and methods of scientific
investigation.

Assessment Cycles:
2014-2015

Assessment Method:
Weekly lab reports.
Assessment: 10-point lab reports.

Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
80% of students will score =>90%

12/12/2012 - 72% of students scored 80% or better
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
Related Documents:
Bio110_SLOAC_Fall2012.doc

02/21/2016 1:30 AM Generated by TracDat a product of Nuventive. Page 1 of 9

linked_documents/sCzmStw7FYIsy.docx
linked_documents/uSjOkQVc7BYuu.doc
linked_documents/LuId93oi5k9c2.doc
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Course Outcome Status:
Active

SKY BIOL 130    - Human Biology
- Anatomy - Demonstrate an understanding of the
major concepts in human anatomy.

Assessment Cycles:
2013-2014

Course Outcome Status:
Active

Assessment Method:
Quizzes, examinations or writings requiring
problem solving and analysis
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of students will score >67%

02/07/2013 - 78% of students scored >70%
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013

SKY BIOL 130    - Human Biology
- Evolution - Demonstrate an understanding of
the major concepts in evolution and ecology.

Assessment Cycles:
2014-2015

Course Outcome Status:
Active

Assessment Method:
Quizzes, examinations or writings requiring
problem solving and analysis
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of students will score >67%

02/07/2013 - 79% of students scored >70%
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013

SKY BIOL 130    - Human Biology
- Citizenship - Use the scientific knowledge and
skills necessary for active citizenship.

Assessment Cycles:
2015-2016

Course Outcome Status:
Active

Assessment Method:
Science Attitude Survey.
Assessment: Students will complete a pre- and
post-course surveys.

Assessment Method Category:
Survey
Success Criterion:
70% will show a positive change in attitude about
science after completion of the course.

02/07/2013 - 87% of students showed a positive change
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013

SKY BIOL 140    - Animals, People, and
Environment                                                    -
Scientific method 2 - Apply the knowledge of
biological science to distinguish between
observations, inferences, relationships, and
testimonials under investigation

Assessment Cycles:
2013-2014

Course Outcome Status:
Active

Assessment Method:
Term paper, including list of topics to be covered
and presentation of findings to classmates.
Assessment: Scoring rubric (100 points)

Assessment Method Category:
Capstone Assignment/Project
Success Criterion:
Criterion: 70% will achieve =>40

05/09/2014 - This SLO is based on an assignment,
Conservation. They had to define and evaluate an
environmental problem affecting animals. Examining
the efficacy of existing laws and NGO's was part of the
assignment. Their constructive evaluation of this
indicates their propensity for active citizenship. 19/23
>70%
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014

SKY BIOL 140    - Animals, People, and
Environment                                                    -
Use knowledge - Demonstrate the ability to use
scientific knowledge to assess personal and
environmental health.

Assessment Method:
In-class written examinations requiring problem-
solving and analysis.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:

05/09/2014 - This SLO is based on an assignment,
Conservation. They had to define and evaluate an
environmental problem affecting animals. Examining
the efficacy of existing laws and NGO's was part of the
assignment. Their constructive evaluation of this
indicates their propensity for active citizenship. 19/23

02/21/2016 1:30 AM Generated by TracDat a product of Nuventive. Page 2 of 9
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Assessment Cycles:
2015-2016

Course Outcome Status:
Active

70% of students will score =>70%

>70%
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014

SKY BIOL 140    - Animals, People, and
Environment                                                    -
Citizenship - Use the scientific knowledge and
skills necessary for active citizenship.
Assessment Cycles:
2015-2016

Assessment Method:
Newspaper Summary, Environmental Group
Report
Assessment: Students will summarize a news
article concerning animals and evaluate the
activities of 5 environmental groups.

Assessment Method Category:
Essay
Success Criterion:
90% will complete the assignment as directed
and score full credit.

05/09/2014 - This SLO is based on an assignment,
Conservation. They had to define and evaluate an
environmental problem affecting animals. Examining
the efficacy of existing laws and NGO's was part of the
assignment. Their constructive evaluation of this
indicates their propensity for active citizenship. 19/23
>70%
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014
Related Documents:
BIOL 140

SKY BIOL 145    - Plants, People &
Environment                                               -
Scientific method 2 - Apply the knowledge of
biological science to distinguish between
observations, inferences, relationships, and
testimonials under investigation.
Assessment Cycles:
2013-2014

Course Outcome Status:
Active

Assessment Method:
Term paper, including list of topics to be covered
and presentation of findings to classmates.
Assessment: Scoring rubric (100 points)

Assessment Method Category:
Essay
Success Criterion:
70% will achieve =>40

09/04/2015 - 70% will achieve =>40
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015

SKY BIOL 145    - Plants, People &
Environment                                               -
Applying knowledge - Demonstrate the ability to
use scientific knowledge to assess personal and
environmental health.
Assessment Cycles:
2013-2014

Course Outcome Status:
Active

Assessment Method:
In-class written examinations requiring problem-
solving and analysis.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of students will score =>70%

09/04/2015 - 70% of students will score =>70%
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015

SKY BIOL 145    - Plants, People &
Environment                                               -
Citizenship - Use the scientific knowledge and
skills necessary for active citizenship.
Assessment Cycles:
2014-2015

Course Outcome Status:
Active

Assessment Method:
News Summary, Environmental Group Report
Assessment: Students will summarize a news
article concerning plants and evaluate the
activities of 5 environmental groups

Assessment Method Category:
Capstone Assignment/Project

09/04/2015 - 90% will complete the assignment as
directed and score full credit.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015

02/21/2016 1:30 AM Generated by TracDat a product of Nuventive. Page 3 of 9
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Success Criterion:
90% will complete the assignment as directed
and score full credit.

SKY BIOL 215    - Organismal Biology
- Writing - Write clear and well-argued
descriptions of topics in biological sciences,
based on the course material and textbook
articles.

Assessment Cycles:
2013-2014

Course Outcome Status:
Active

Assessment Method:
In-class written examinations requiring problem-
solving and analysis.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of students will score =>70

12/14/2015 - 98% scored =>70%
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016
Related Documents:
BIOL 215 SLO assisgnments, F2015

04/14/2013 - 84% of students scored =>70%
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013

05/26/2012 - Scale: 4(excellent) to 1(needs work)
Assignment fulfilled 3.7 Comprehension 3.3 Analysis
and audience 3.1 Organization and audience 3.2
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
Related Documents:
iSLO_questions_s12.doc

SKY BIOL 215    - Organismal Biology
- Lab techniques - Design, perform, and analyze
experiments in biology.

Assessment Cycles:
2014-2015

Course Outcome Status:
Active

Assessment Method:
Bi-weekly lab reports
Assessment: 10 point scoring rubric
Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
70% of students will score =>70

12/14/2015 - 90% scored => 70
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016

01/31/2012 - 84% of students scored =>70%
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013

SKY BIOL 215    - Organismal Biology
- Continue - Continue to BIOL 230 to complete
the core sequence.

Assessment Cycles:
2013-2014

Course Outcome Status:
Active

Assessment Method:
Check enrollment
Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
70% of students will continue

11/20/2015 - 100% of eligible students (w/ CHEM)
enrolled in BIOL 230
4 students from Fall 2014 did enroll in Spring 2016
BIOL 230, after taking CHEM.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016

12/31/2012 - 44% continued.
Many students were not concurrently enrolled in
CHEM, another prereq for BIOL 230.

02/21/2016 1:30 AM Generated by TracDat a product of Nuventive. Page 4 of 9
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4 students from Fall 2011 did enroll in Spring 2013
BIOL 230, after taking CHEM.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Need more information on Skyline's website to
make students aware of the need to take CHEM
210 concurrently to prepare for their major.

12/12/2012 - 5/26/2012	Spring 2012: 23 (36%) of 64
went on to BIOL 230 in Fall 2012.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
Related Documents:
BIOL215_to_230_2012.pdf

SKY BIOL 230    - Introduction to Cell Biology
- Writing - Write clear and well-argued
descriptions of concepts in cell biology, based on
the course material and textbook articles.

Assessment Cycles:
2013-2014

Course Outcome Status:
Active

Assessment Method:
In-class written examinations requiring problem-
solving and analysis.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of students will score =>70

06/01/2015 - Average 85.2/100
93% of students scored=70%

Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015

05/24/2013 - 50% of students scored => 70%
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
Related Documents:
230writing.pdf

SKY BIOL 230    - Introduction to Cell Biology
- Experimentation - Design, perform, and analyze
experiments in cell biology.

Assessment Cycles:
2014-2015

Course Outcome Status:
Active

Assessment Method:
Capstone project (independent research)
Assessment: 100 point scoring rubric

Assessment Method Category:
Capstone Assignment/Project
Success Criterion:
70% of students will score =>70

06/01/2015 - Scored between 4.0-4.8/5 on experimental
design questions.
Research project:
Average 85.2/100
93% of students scored=70%

Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015

09/08/2012 - 90% =>70. 14 students presented at the
SACNAS conference in Fall 2012.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
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2013 - 2014

SKY BIOL 230    - Introduction to Cell Biology
- Continue - Students have basic Biology
knowledge; lab skills; experimental research
skills; will continue with upper division
coursework in Biology

Assessment Cycles:
2015-2016

Course Outcome Status:
Active

Assessment Method:
Self assessment questionnaire
Assessment Method Category:
Survey

06/01/2015 - Students are confident in their lab and
research skills
65% transferring in Biology-related major in Fall 2015
Remainder transferring in Fall 2016
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015
Related Documents:
2015 self-eval results

05/23/2015 - All students have mastered the necessary
lab skills; rating 4.39 out of 5 on the self-assessment
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015
Related Documents:
self assessment 2015

SKY BIOL 240    - General Microbiology
- Asepsis - Use aseptic technique in clinical and
laboratory environments.

Assessment Cycles:
2013-2014

Course Outcome Status:
Active

Assessment Method:
Biweekly laboratory work.
Assessment: 10 point scoring rubric.

Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
70% of students will score =>7

12/18/2015 - 97% scored => 7 (out of 10)
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016

12/21/2012 - The majority of students did master the
important concepts of asepsis and overuse of
antibacterials. Comparing pre and post responses shows
that this material is new to the students and must remain
an essential component of Microbiology and pre-
nursing curricula.

The effect of news media in influencing thought is
apparent in the misunderstanding about normal
microbiota.

Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
Related Documents:
SLO_240_F12.doc

SKY BIOL 240    - General Microbiology
- Identification - Identify bacteria using
appropriate biochemical tests.

Assessment Method:
Identify unknown bacteria.
Assessment: 100 point scoring rubric

12/18/2015 - 81% scored =>70%
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
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Assessment Cycles:
2014-2015

Course Outcome Status:
Active

Assessment Method Category:
Capstone Assignment/Project
Success Criterion:
70% of students will score =>70

2015- 2016

SKY BIOL 240    - General Microbiology
- Understanding - Discuss and understand the
role of microorganisms in healthy individuals and
in infectious diseases.

Assessment Cycles:
2014-2015

Course Outcome Status:
Active

Assessment Method:
In-class written examinations requiring problem-
solving and analysis
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of students will score =>70

12/18/2015 - The majority of students did master the
important concepts of asepsis and overuse of
antibacterials. Comparing pre and post responses shows
that this material is new to the students and must remain
an essential component of Microbiology and pre-
nursing curricula. The effect of news media in
influencing thought continues to lead to
misunderstanding normal microbiota.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016
Related Documents:
240 Fall 2015 questions

SKY BIOL 240    - General Microbiology
- Principles - Discuss and understand the
principles of cellular metabolism, molecular
genetics, and immunology.

Assessment Cycles:
2015-2016

Course Outcome Status:
Active

Assessment Method:
In-class written examinations requiring problem-
solving and analysis.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of students will score =>70

12/18/2015 - 70% of students answered the key
questions correctly
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016
Related Documents:
240 Fall 2015 questions

04/08/2013 - 70% scores => 70 (final exam)
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013

SKY BIOL 250    - Human Anatomy
- Experimentation - Perform and analyze
experiments in human anatomy.  This includes
wet labs and computer simulations.

Assessment Cycles:
2013-2014

Course Outcome Status:
Active

Assessment Method:
Weekly laboratory work.
Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
70% of students will score =>70%

04/09/2014 - Average=70%
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014

SKY BIOL 250    - Human Anatomy
- Understanding - Demonstrate an understanding
of the major concepts in human anatomy, and the
experimental approaches taken to address them.

Assessment Method:
In-class written examinations requiring problem
solving and analysis
Assessment Method Category:

04/09/2014 - Average=70%
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
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Assessment Cycles:
2014-2015

Course Outcome Status:
Active

Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of students will score &#8805;70

2013 - 2014

SKY BIOL 250    - Human Anatomy
- Applying knowledge - Apply the learning of
anatomy to the medical situation in healthy
individuals and in disease states.

Assessment Cycles:
2015-2016

Course Outcome Status:
Active

Assessment Method:
In-class written examinations requiring problem
solving and analysis.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of students will score =>70

04/09/2014 - Average=70%
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014

SKY BIOL 260    - Intro to Physiology
- Experimentation - Perform and analyze
experiments in human physiology.  This includes
wet labs and computer simulations.

Assessment Cycles:
2013-2014

Course Outcome Status:
Active

Assessment Method:
Biweekly laboratory work.
Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
70% of students will score =>70

11/20/2015 - 100% scored =>70%
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016
Related Documents:
BIOL 260 F15 results

SKY BIOL 260    - Intro to Physiology
- Concepts - Demonstrate an understanding of the
major concepts in human physiology, and the
experimental approaches taken to address them.

Assessment Cycles:
2014-2015

Course Outcome Status:
Active

Assessment Method:
In-class written examinations requiring problem
solving and analysis.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of students will score ->70

11/20/2015 - 98% scored =>70%
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016
Related Documents:
BIOL 260 F15 results

SKY BIOL 260    - Intro to Physiology
- Scientific method - Apply the scientific method
in performing research on selected topics in
physiology.

Assessment Cycles:
2015-2016

Course Outcome Status:
Active

Assessment Method:
In-class oral presentation.
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of students will score ->70

11/20/2015 - 100% scored =>70%
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016
Related Documents:
BIOL 260 F15 results

SKY BIOL 430    - Introduction to Immunology
- Scientific method - Demonstrate an
understanding of the scientific method and the
ability to use scientific knowledge to assess a
biotechnology product.

Assessment Method:
Quizzes and exams requiring problem-solving
and analysis.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of students will score >67%

09/30/2015 - Discussion of the polio vaccine in Nigeria
and how it was shown to be safe.  82% were correctly
able to identify the use of outside laboratories that
tested the vaccine.
Result Type:
Criterion met
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Assessment Cycles:
2015-2016

Course Outcome Status:
Active

Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015

SKY BIOL 430    - Introduction to Immunology
- Knowledge - Demonstrate knowledge of
immunology used in the production of vaccines
and diagnostics.

Assessment Cycles:
2014-2015

Course Outcome Status:
Active

Assessment Method:
In class demonstrations with instructor.
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of students will score >90%

09/30/2015 - 8 of 9 students were able to correctly
demonstrate their knowledge by discussing the
production of the a vaccine or diagnostic strip test.  8 of
the 9 earned 100% on this task
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015

SKY BIOL 430    - Introduction to Immunology
- Applying knowledge - Use their specific
knowledge and skills in immunology to discuss
the process and ethics used in creating a
immunology product and doing research using
immunology methods.

Assessment Cycles:
2014-2015

Course Outcome Status:
Active

Assessment Method:
Research a local biotech company that produces
an immunology based product.   Explain to the
class how the product is manufactured and if the
product could be involved in graft vs host
reaction.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
 70% or more of the written lab report correctly
answered.

09/30/2015 - 70% scored 75% or better on exam and
class demonstrations.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015

SKY BIOL 675    - Honors Colloq. Biology
- Applying knowledge - Apply the knowledge of
biological science to distinguish between
observations, inferences, relationships, and
testimonials under investigation.

Assessment Cycles:
2015-2016

Course Outcome Status:
Active

Assessment Method:
Students interest and perception of course topic
and/or students projects.

Success Criterion:
90% will find the material relevant to them.
90% of students will complete the course project.

05/09/2014 - Explain how marine mammals are adapted
to live in the ocean. ?

Students answered a question about swimming speeds
of two cetaceans and had to explain why. This made
them think about adaptations to living in water,
specifically about being hydrodynamic. I chose a
question like this as it encouraged them to integrate
concepts and reach a conclusion. 100% answered
correctly.

Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014
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